We propose the integration of clause splitting as a pre-processing step for match retrieval in Translation Memory (TM) systems to increase the number of relevant sub-segment matches. Through a series of experiments, we investigate the impact of clause splitting in instances where the input does not match an entire segment in the TM, but only a clause from a segment. Our results show that there is a statistically significant increase in the number of retrieved matches when both the input segments and the segments in the TM are first processed with a clause splitter.
Rationale
Translation memory tools have had a great impact on the translation industry as they provide considerable assistance to translators. They allow translators to easily re-use previous translations, providing them with valuable productivity gains in an industry where there is a great demand for quality translation delivered in the shortest possible time. However, existing tools have some shortcomings. The majority of existing tools rely on Levenshtein distance, and seek to identify matches only at the sentence level. Semantically similar segments are therefore difficult to retrieve if the string similarity is not high enough, as are sub-segment matches because if only part of a sentence matches the input, even if this part is an entire clause, it is unlikely that this sentence would be retrieved (Pekar and Mitkov, 2007) . As a result, TMs are especially useful only for highly repetitive text types such as updated versions of technical manuals.
In this study, we aim to address the problem of retrieving sub-segment matches by performing clause splitting on the source segment as a pre-processing step for TM match retrieval. While matches for entire sentences or almost entire sentences are the most useful type of matches, it is also less likely for such matches to be found in most text types, and even less so for complex sentences. Retrieving clauses is desirable because there is a higher chance for a match to be found for a clause than for a complex sentence, and at the same time, clauses are similar to sentences in that they both contain a subject and a verb, hence a "complete thought", therefore clause matches are more likely to be in context and to actually be used by the translator than phrase matches, for example.
We perform experiments comparing the match retrieval performance of TM tools when they are used as is, and when the input file and the TM segments are first processed with a clause splitter before being fed into the TM tool. The paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we discuss related work on TM matching. In section 3 we discuss how clause splitting can be beneficial to TM matching and how clause splitting was implemented for this study. We then describe our experiments in section 4, and discuss the results in section 5. Finally, we present our conclusion and future work in section 6.
Related Work
Attempts to address the shortcomings of existing tools include the integration of language processing to break down a sentence into smaller segments. The so-called 'second generation' TM system Similis (Planas, 2005) performs chunking to split sentences into syntagmas to allow sub-sentence matching.
However, Reinke (2013) observes that for certain language pairs like English-German, only rather short phrases like simple NPs are identified, and larger syntactic units cannot be retrieved This can be regarded as disadvantage as the processing of larger units would be desirable for the support of professional computer-assisted human translation (Kriele (2006) and Macken (2009 ), cited in Reinke, 2013 .
MetaMorphoTM (Hodász and Pohl, 2005) also divides sentences into smaller chunks. Moreover, it uses a multi-level linguistic similarity technique (surface form, lemma, word class) to determine similarity between two source-language segments.
Other attempts involve deeper linguistic processing techniques. In Pekar and Mitkov (2007) we propose the 'third-generation translation memory' which introduces the concept of semantic matching. We employ syntactic and semantic analysis of segments stored in a TM to produce a generalised representation of segments which reduces equivalent lexical, syntactic and lexicosyntactic constructions into a single representation. Then, a retrieval mechanism operating on these generalised representations is used to search for useful previous translations in the TM.
This study is part of the third-generation translation memory project, of which the ultimate goal is to produce more intelligent TM systems using NLP techniques. To the best of our knowledge, clause splitting has not previously been investigated as a possible method for increasing the number of relevant retrieved matches. Macklovitch and Russel (2000) note that when a sufficiently close match cannot be found for a new input sentence, current TM systems are unable to retrieve sentences that contain the same clauses or other major phrases.
Clause splitting for TM matching
For example, (a) below is a new input sentence composed of twenty five-character words. The TM contains the sentence (b), which shares an identical substring with sentence (a). However, as this substring only makes up only 25% of the sentence's total number of characters, it is unlikely that current TM tools would be able to retrieve it as a fuzzy match.
(a) w1 w2 w3 w4 w5, w6 . . . w20.
(b) w1 w2 w3 w4 w5, w21 . . . w35.
If clause splitting were employed, clauses would be treated as separate segments, thus increasing the likelihood that clauses which are subparts of larger units, could have a match score sufficiently high to be retrieved by the TM system.
In this paper, we compare the effect of performing clause splitting before retrieving matches in a TM. In each experiment, we identify the difference in matching performance when a TM tool is used as is, and when the input file and the translation memory are first run through a clause splitter. The clause splitter we use in this study is a modified version of the one described in Puscasu (2004) . The original version employs both machine learning and linguistic rules to identify finite clauses for both English and Romanian, but in this version only the rule-based module is used. Puscasu (2004) developed a clause splitting method for both English and Romanian, and to maintain consistency between the two languages, her definition of a clause is the one prescribed by the Romanian Academy of Grammar, which is that a clause is group of words containing a finite verb. Non/finite and verbless clauses are therefore not considered. The reported F-measure for identifying complete clauses in English is 81.39% (Marsic, 2011) .
In this study, the clause splitter is used on both the segments in the input file and the translation memory database. After processing the input and the TM segments with the clause splitter, these were then imported into existing TM tools to examine how well these tools will perform if clause splitting is used in preprocessing.
Experiments
Experiments were performed to study the impact of clause splitting when used in preprocessing for the retrieval of segments in a TM. Our hypothesis is that when a clause splitter is used, the number of relevant retrieved matches will increase.
The effect of clause splitting is examined by comparing the number of matches retrieved when TM tools are used as is and when both the input segments and the segments in the translation memory are first processed with a clause splitter before being imported into the TM tools. The tools used are Wordfast Professional 3 and Trados Studio 2009, which are among the most widely used TM tools (Lagoudaki, 2006) . Segments used as the input were selected from the Edinburgh paraphrase corpus (Cohn, Callison-Burch and Lapata, 2008) (in Macken, 2009 ). We use a paraphrase corpus because we wish to investigate the effect of using a clause splitter in pre-processing to retrieve both segments that contain the entire input clause and segments that do not contain the exact input clause but may still be relevant as they contain a clause that shares a considerable degree of similarity with the input.
We examine the segments retrieved using both the default fuzzy match threshold (75% for Wordfast and 70% for SDL Trados) and the minimum threshold (40% for Wordfast and 30% for Trados). It is not normally recommended for translators to set a low fuzzy match threshold, as this might result in the retrieval of too many irrelevant segments if the translation memory is large. However, in this study, we argue it would be beneficial to examine matches retrieved with the minimum threshold as well. Given that translation memory match scores are mainly calculated using Levenshtein distance, if only one clause in a segment in the TM matches the input, there is a greater chance of the segment being retrieved with a lower threshold. We therefore wish to examine whether the employment of clause splitting will still result in a considerable improvement from using the Levenshtein distance-based matching algorithm in most TM tools if the match threshold setting is already optimised for the retrieval of sub-segment clauses.
It must also be noted that for this study, we are working with the source segments only. Therefore, in the TM files used, both the source and target segments are in English.
We conducted two main sets of experiments referred to as Set A and Set B which are outlined below. In Set A we selected sentences from the Edinburgh corpus that contained more than one clause. We use one clause, or part of it, as the input segment, and we store the entire sentence in the TM. In the experiments where no clause splitting is done, the sentence is stored as is. In the experiments with clause splitting, the original input segments are split into clauses (if there are more than one) and the segments in the TM are the component clauses of the original sentence. For the experiments done without clause splitting, there are 150 input segments and for each one, we test whether the longer corresponding segment in the TM can be retrieved. For the experiments where clause splitting is used, the 150 input segments are split into 180 segments as some of these segments contain more than one clause. We then test whether the corresponding clause from the original longer sentence can be retrieved. An example is presented in Table 1 .
The underlined segments are the corresponding segments that should be retrieved.
In Set B there are also 150 input segments for the experiments where no clause splitting is used, and the corresponding segment in the TM is a longer sentence containing a paraphrase of the input segment. For the experiments with clause splitting, there are 185 input segments (as in set A, some of the original 150 have more than one clause) and in the TM, the component clauses of the original longer segment are stored, and we test whether the clause that is a paraphrase of the input can be retrieved. Below is an example.
Without clause splitting

Input
Segment in TM the ministry of defense once indicated that about 20,000 soldiers were missing in the korean war the ministry of defense once indicated that about 20,000 soldiers were missing in the korean war and that the ministry of defense believes there may still be some survivors .
With clause splitting
Input
Segments in TM -the ministry of defense once indicated -that about 20,000 soldiers were missing in the korean war -the ministry of defense once indicated -that about 20,000 soldiers were missing in the korean war -and that the ministry of defense believes -there may still be some survivors . Table 3 . Percentage of correctly retrieved segments in Set A Table 3 shows the results of the experiments in set A. It is clear that clause splitting considerably increases the number of matches in instances where the input segment can be found in a longer segment stored in the TM. When the corresponding segments that could not be retrieved even with the minimum threshold were analysed, we found that in set A, all instances were due to errors in clause splitting, more specifically the fact that the clause splitter failed to split a sentence containing more than one clause. Table 4 summarises the percentage of correctly retrieved segments in set B. In this set, it was observed that although the percentage of retrieved matches is generally lower than the percentages in set A, there is still a noticeable increase in the percentage of matches retrieved.
Table 4. Percentage of correctly retrieved segments in Set B
Upon examination of the segments that could not be retrieved even with the default threshold, we found that in both Wordfast and Trados, around 24% had clause splitting errors, such as when a segment is not split at all when it has more than one clause, or when the segment is incorrectly split. As for the rest of the unretrieved segments, we presume that they are so heavily paraphrased that even when clause splitting is performed correctly, the TM tools are still unable to retrieve them.
For each experiment, we conduct a paired ttest using the match scores produced by the TM tools when retrieving each segment (Table  5) . When there are no matches or the correct match is not retrieved, the match score is 0. In instances where the original input segment has more than one clause and is thus split by the clause splitter, we take the average match score of the clauses and take this as one case in order to make the results comparable. In all experiments, the difference is significant at the 0.0001 level when computed with SPSS. We can therefore reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there is a statistically significant difference between the results. performance in instances where the TM contains segments of which one of the clauses corresponds to the input segment or is a paraphrase of the input segment.
It is worth mentioning that the data used in these experiments are not data imported from the translation memories of practicing translators as they are not easily available. We nevertheless believe that the results of this study provide significant support to the proofof-concept of third-generation TM systems where NLP processing is expected to improve performance of operational TM systems.
In future work, we wish to incorporate alignment so that on the target side, what is retrieved is not the original target segment but the corresponding clause, as in its current state, our method would only be able to retrieve the original target segment, given that we perform clause splitting only on the source side. It would also be desirable to implement a working TM tool that incorporates clause splitting and examine to what extent these help a translator working on an actual translation project, as the final test of the usefulness of the methods employed is how they actually increase the productivity of translators in terms of time saved. .
